RLE Industries: Celebrating the New Era of
Lumenera
Architectural Commercial and Industrial Lighting Fixtures
Reimagined
Fairfield NJ: RLE Industries, trusted name in the architectural, commercial and industrial
lighting space for over 75 years, is celebrating “The New Era of Lumenera”. This architectural
linear LED line from RLE Industries is built from solid aluminum extrusions and powered by
high-quality LED boards and driver technology, to deliver reliably smooth illumination in well
designed, durable and aesthetically-pleasing fixture housings. Visit the newly-redesigned RLE
Industries website to explore all the features and benefits of the Lumenera brand and all the
other products RLE has to offer.
The Lumenera line sets itself apart by making installation and maintenance simple and cost
effective.
Gerald Coppola Sr., VP of Sales at RLE Industries explained, “Lumenera products are
customizable, elegant, timeless, and functional. Additionally, the Lumenera line allows
customers to pick their dimensions, so we can really deliver a custom fixture that makes their
luminaires stand out and perform as desired. Customers and reps find the versatility, ease of
install, and minimal maintenance deliver cost savings and reliability.”

RLE Industries has a reputation for manufacturing quality fluorescent lighting products,
providing exceptional service to customers and is now leading the way in LED technology. The
RLE team is excited to introduce this line of lighting fixtures for commercial, industrial and
architectural lighting applications on the new website.
About RLE Industries: With over 75 years of experience in the professional lighting industry.
Knowledgeable professionals bring their decades of experience to design and develop durable,
high quality lighting fixtures to meet customer needs. RLE can offer models for commercial,
architectural and miscellaneous applications, as well as customizing standard products for short
and medium runs that meet any reasonable request. Products proudly manufactured in the
USA. RLE Industries is the newest division added to the Vcom IMC family of companies.
About Lumenera: An operating division of RLE Industries, Lumenera Lighting is an
architectural linear LED line of products. Lumenera products use the most reputable names in
LED board and driver technology using our preferred Philips Lighting systems and components
to deliver reliability smooth light in well-designed, built to last fixture housings.
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